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Tuesday, February 23 2021

Dear Parent

Return To School for All Students

Following Mr Johnson’s announcement last night regarding a return to school for all students
from the 8th March, and the release of guidance to schools, I wanted to take the chance to
give a brief overview of our intentions at this point. Clearly we have had very little time so far
with the proposals and so more detail and depth will follow in future communications through
this week and next.

Return to School

Secondary schools have been asked to arrange for all students to return to school at some
point during the week beginning 8th March. However, as we have been asked to undertake
testing of students during this time, we have been advised that we should make this a
staggered return to school to allow for the extended testing programme. We will, then, confirm
the specific date in that week that your child should return to school in a future letter once
testing arrangements are finalised. We are busily preparing our plans for this to ensure that
we can bring students back in as soon as possible whilst ensuring they can receive rapid
COVID-19 tests and be kept safe.

Emergency provision for Vulnerable Students and Children of Critical Workers

This provision will continue until all students return to school and we reopen fully. This
includes the week of the 8th March up until all students are able to return to school following
the initially testing programme.

Testing

We have been asked to provide three COVID-19 Lateral Flow Tests for students where their
parents wish them to participate in the testing programme. These tests are self administered
and are intended to identify asymptomatic carriers of COVID-19 in an attempt to minimise the
risk of transmission in school following this period of school closure and so I do encourage
you to take advantage of this opportunity. The initial programme of three tests will be
undertaken at the school site, with the first test being made available before students return
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formally to school. Following these initial three tests, we expect to be provided with home
testing kits that we can provide to all students on a weekly basis.

A further letter will be sent detailing how to take part in this testing programme, but please be
aware that we require your consent and that the turnaround time for confirming places is quite
tight to enable effective planning of this massive in school testing programme.

Masks

Whilst students are able to return, we will still maintain the full suite of protections and
procedures for teaching students safely that were in place previously. The government has
adjusted their advice and recommendation to include the wearing of masks in lessons. At
present we are reviewing their recommendations and will provide clear guidance and
expectations prior to the return to school. In any case every student, except where they
have a suitable exemption confirmed with the school, must bring their own masks to
school each day.

Attendance

All students are expected to return to school from the week beginning 8th of March as
outlined above. The particular start date during that week will be confirmed in a further letter
and full attendance will be expected from that point. However, students who show symptoms
of COVID-19; who test positive for COVID-19; or are identified as close contacts of someone
with COVID-19 must continue to self isolate as normal and engage in online education if well
enough to do so.

We are keen to ensure that the school can remain open for as many students as possible
following reopening and I implore you to stick closely to the national guidelines and
restrictions. Please support our in school measures and make sure that your children
continue to follow the national ‘lockdown’ outside of school hours and follow all of the
guidance offered so that we do our best to keep our students, staff, parents and wider
community safe whilst keeping our school open.

Yours faithfully

Tom Macdonald
Headteacher


